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PULSE New York is switching things up and will present its contemporary art fair to coincide with
Armory Week in New York City. Look for PULSE New York from March 5 to 8, 2015 at the
Metropolitan Pavilion in Chelsea.
Exhibited will be a curated selection of contemporary art by 44 galleries featuring work by 100 or so
international artists. The majority of exhibitors will focus on works by three artists or less. Around a
third will showcase two artists in conversation. Deciding to feature fewer artists so a broader range
of art can be viewed is one way PULSE creates art fair environments that are friendly to discover
contemporary artists.
.

“Always Reminded” by Tae-Jin Seong, 2011. Acrylic on embossed
wood panel, 122 x 80 cm. Exhibited with Gallery LVS.
.
“PULSE is an environment that encourages interaction and we take pride in showcasing a
microcosm of the contemporary art market in which artists can be discovered, acquired and
supported,” stated fair director Helen Toomer in a press release.
Galleries exhibiting in this year’s edition include Cynthia Corbett Gallery (London); Galerie Ernst
Hilger GMBH (Vienna); Emerson Dorsch (Miami); Lesley Heller Workspace (New York); Galerie Sator
(Paris); Gallery Poulsen (Copenhagen); Conduit Gallery (Dallas); Black & White Gallery (Brooklyn),
My Name’s Lolita Art (Madrid); Philip Bloom Gallery (Nantucket) and others.
.

“Response to Print of Davenport Island, California” by Lauren Plageman. Exhibited
with De Soto Gallery.
.

There are twelve exhibiting artists up for a solo show at PULSE New York and a cash grant awarded
selected by a jury. Artists under consideration are Diana Copperwhite (523 Gallery); Zio Ziegler
(Antonio Colombo Arte Contemporanea; Ye Hongxing (Art Lexing); Fabiano Parisi (Cynthia Corbett
Gallery); Elisabeth Condon (Emerson Dorsch); Melissa Maddonni Halms (InLiquid); Yevgeniy Fiks
(Galerie Sator); Russell Nachman (LMAKprojects); Osamu Kobayashi (Mindy Solomon Gallery); Alyse
Rosner (Rick Webster Fine Art); Jonathan Wahi (Sienna Patti) and Katsutoshi Yuasa (Yiki-Sis).
Meanwhile, there will be plenty of great art to see. To see a selection of artwork on view at the fair,
view our slideshow:
View Slideshow
.

“Chanelini” by Michael Marra. Exhibited with Voltz Clarke.
.
Also at PULSE New York will be “PLAY”, a showcase for video and new media curated by Billy Zhao,
a curator from the Marina Ambramovic Institute (MAI). “PERSPECTIVES” is a conversation series
among art world insiders exploring ideas within contemporary art and the art market.
“PROJECTS” features a series of special projects and artwork highlights. See the fair’s website for
details.
To see a selection of artwork on view at the fair, view our slideshow:
View Slideshow
.
______________________
BASIC FACTS: PULSE New York takes place from March 5 to 8, 2015 at the Metropolitan Pavilion,
125 West 18 Street, New York, NY 10011. www.pulse-art.com.
______________________
Hamptons Art Hub staﬀ will be covering Armory Art Week. Check back for reviews and art fair
coverage publishing throughout the week. Follow us on Instagram (@hamptonsarthub
#hamptonsarthub) for artwork spotted along the way.
______________________
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